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88,500 words
WINTER 2020

André Babyn has an M.A. in Creative Writing from the University of 
Toronto, where he is currently a Ph.D. candidate. His short fiction has 
appeared in Maisonneuve, the Fanzine, Hobart, Grain, and elsewhere. He 
lives in Toronto.

Evie of the Deepthorn
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

What is Evie of the Deepthorn?
It’s a cult Canadian movie that Kent looks to for inspiration as he struggles 

to understand the death of his brother. It’s a fantasy novel that Sarah wrestles 
with as she navigates a traumatic childhood and comes to terms with her 
failures as an adult. It’s a poem that motivates Reza to go on a pilgrimage 
from which he will not return unscathed.

Shifting and sometimes contradictory, Evie of the Deepthorn is about the 
search for answers — and escape.

Layered with mystery, poetry, suffering  
and hope … a stunning work.

— Miriam Toews, author of Women Talking and A Complicated Kindness

André Babyn
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104,000 words
SUMMER 2018

1

2

3

100,000 words
SUMMER 2019

98,000 words
SUMMER 2020

J.E. Barnard’s first novella, Maddie Hatter and the Deadly Diamond, was a 
2016 Prix Aurora finalist. When the Flood Falls won the Unhanged Arthur 
Ellis Award in 2016. She lives in Calgary.

The Falls Mysteries
Mystery  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

In the shadow of Alberta’s Rocky Mountains, urbanite ex-cop Lacey McCrae 
fights crimes both personal and corporate.

3  Why the Rock Falls
When an oil baron and his son go missing in the foothills of Alberta, ex-cop 
Lacey McCrae joins the search-and-rescue operation, sending her on a risky 
chase across dangerous terrain, in pursuit of a killer.

ALSO IN THE SERIES

1  When the Flood Falls
A jaded ex-cop struggles to protect her oldest friend from an unknown danger 
while looking into the mysterious disappearance at a local charity event of an 
up-and-coming pro hockey player.

WINNER  2016 Unhanged Arthur Award for Best Unpublished First Crime Novel

A taut, high-stakes thriller that is deeply  
personal, internal, and psychological.

— Foreword Reviews

2  Where the Ice Falls
Greed and betrayal may be behind the murder of a young intern from a 
Calgary oil company. Ex-Mountie Lacey McCrae must figure out who had a 
motive for the brutal slaying. Could the key to the mystery be provided by a 
woman who claims she can communicate with the dead man?

J.E. Barnard
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81,000 words
FALL 2020

86,000  words
SUMMER 2021

Eddy Boudel Tan is a writer, communications strategist, and co-founder 
of the Sidewalk Supper Project, a community initiative that provides the 
homeless with home-cooked meals. After Elias is Eddy’s first novel. He 
lives with his husband in Vancouver.

After Elias
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, English

When the airplane his fiancé, Elias, is f lying crashes one week before their 
wedding day, Coen Caraway loses the man he loves and the illusion of 
happiness he has worked so hard to create.

Numb with grief, he takes refuge on the Mexican island that was meant to 
host their wedding. But as fragments of the past come to the surface in the 
aftermath of the tragedy, Coen is forced to question everything he thought he 
knew about Elias and their life together. Beneath his f lawed memory lies the 
truth about Elias — and himself.

From the damp concrete of Vancouver to the spoiled shores of Mexico, 
After Elias braids the past with the present to tell a story of doubt, regret, and 
the fear of losing everything.

The Rebellious Tide
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, English

When Sebastien’s mother dies after a lifetime of struggle, he becomes obsessed 
with finding the man who abandoned her thirty years ago with nothing but a 
newborn baby. Sebastien needs an explanation — perhaps even revenge.

The father he’s never met is Kostas, the commanding officer of a luxury liner 
sailing the Mediterranean. Posing as a member of the ship’s crew, Sebastien 
stalks his unwitting father in search of answers to why he disappeared so many 
years ago.

After a public assault triggers outrage among the ship’s crew, Sebastien finds 
himself entangled in a revolt against the oppressive ruling class of officers. As 
the clash escalates between the powerful and the powerless, Sebastien uncovers 
something his father has hidden deep within the belly of the ship — a disturbing 
secret that will force him to confront everything he’s always wondered and 
feared about his own identity.

Eddy Boudel Tan
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73,000 words
FALL 2020

Emily Brewes grew up in the wilds of northern Ontario, where she learned 
to be afraid of nature, especially bugs. She now writes wistfully of its 
rugged beauty and haunting landscapes. Emily lives in Toronto.

Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE All Languages

Twenty-five years earlier, when the Vanderchucks followed their neighbours 
into the Underground, Jesse thought that was it. Years after his little sister, 
Olivia, ran away, and more than a decade after the death of their mother, Jesse 
meets a talking dog and everything changes.

Fighting illness and up against incredible odds in a hostile world with no 
sympathy, Jesse and Doggo embark on a fool’s errand to find Olivia — or die 
trying. Along the way, Jesse spins a series of stories from threads of memories, 
weaving together experiences of the past, present, and future.

The Doomsday Book of Fairy Tales

Emily Brewes

Cover to come
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84,000 words
SUMMER 2020

1

2

3

87,000 words
SUMMER 2021

87,000 words
SUMMER 2022

Brenden Carlson is an editor and freelance writer. He is currently 
completing a master’s degree in organic chemistry at Brock University. He 
lives in Thorold, Ontario.

The Walking Shadows series
Mystery/Science Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

In 1930s Lower Manhattan, former sergeant Elias Roche and his robot 
partner, Allen, investigate murders that the police won’t touch.

1  Night Call
In a very different 1933, self-styled detective Elias Roche and his robot 
partner, Allen, immerse themselves in the criminal underworld to find the 
killer and hopefully prevent war on New York’s streets when a murder occurs 
that not only threatens both the police and the mafia but appears connected 
to Roche’s past.

2  Midnight
Dodging the mafia, the cops, and the FBI, Elias Roche and Allen must find a 
killer with both a time limit and a looming war hanging over their heads.

3  Apex
With the threat of Automatic extinction on the line, proving the innocence 
of Charles, an Automatic charged with murder, is one of the most important 
cases Roche and Allen will ever undertake.

Brenden Carlson
6 Fiction | Forthcoming



7  Closing Time
When the body of a sixteen-year-old-girl is found at a wilderness lodge, 
Officer Kala Stonechild puts her vacation on hold to find the murderer. She’s 
teamed with an officer she worked with in her last posting in northwestern 
Ontario. As the investigation heats up, Stonechild’s past threatens the close 
bonds she’s forged back home. Will she return to her life in Kingston or will 
the rekindling of an old relationship lure her away for good?

ALSO IN THE SAME SERIES

1  Cold Mourning
A week before Christmas, wealthy businessman Tom Underwood disappears 
into thin air, with more than enough people wanting him dead. Kala 
Stonechild is a new member of the specialized Ottawa Police unit tasked with 
bringing him home for the holidays, but a killer has other plans. Who can you 
trust when love turns to hate and murder stalks a family?

NOMINATED 2015 Arthur Ellis Award for Best Novel

Cold Mourning maintains its low-key feel just long enough to sneak up on you 
with its grit and promise. — National Post

Stonechild and Rouleau mystery series
Mystery  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Detectives Kala Stonechild, a woman with a stormy past, and Jacques Rouleau,  
a workaholic with a troubled history of his own, have a bad habit of getting into  
dark places.

65,500 words
WINTER 2014

1

Brenda Chapman is a crime writer who has published over twenty books, 
including seven in the lauded Stonechild and Rouleau mystery series. She 
lives in Ottawa.

Brenda Chapman

STONECHILD AND ROULEAU MYSTERY SERIES

7

93,000 words
WINTER 2020
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90,000 words
WINTER 2016

3

2

4

93,000 words
WINTER 2017

Brenda Chapman

ALSO IN THE SAME SERIES

2  Butterfly Kills
One hot week in late September, university student Leah Sampson is 
murdered in her Kingston apartment. In another corner of the city, Della 
Munroe is raped by her husband. The crimes appear unrelated, but as Major 
Crimes digs into the women’s pasts, they discover unsettling coincidences. 
It seems more questions pop up than answers, as both women were hiding 
secrets that have unleashed a string of violence. Stonechild and Rouleau must 
race to discover the truth before the violence rips more families apart.

3  Tumbled Graves
When Adele Delaney and her daughter go missing, Kala Stonechild and Paul 
Gundersund investigate. Adele’s body soon turns up — dead, with no sign 
of her daughter. Struggling to keep the case on track and her own life under 
control, Stonechild learns the dead woman had ties to a Montreal biker gang 
and heads to Quebec to find the missing piece.

Chapman wrings every bit of suspense out of this tightly plotted novel.

— Globe and Mail

4  Shallow End 
Convicted child molester Jane Thompson has made parole, but one month 
later the body of the student she was found guilty of abusing is found on the 
shores of Lake Ontario. Sergeant Rouleau assigns Officers Stonechild and 
Gundersund to head up the murder investigation, but things quickly get ugly, 
and not just with the case

A gripping read.
— Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Great cast of characters and very clever plotting.…  
Altogether a very satisfying mystery! — Ann Cleeves, author of the  

 Shetland murder mysteries

83,000 words
WINTER 2015

STONECHILD AND ROULEAU MYSTERY SERIES

STONECHILD AND ROULEAU MYSTERY SERIES
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90,000 words
SUMMER 2019

6

Brenda Chapman

ALSO IN THE SAME SERIES

5  Bleeding Darkness
David McKenna lies on his deathbed, his children gathered to say goodbye 
amid the suspicion that years ago, one of them got away with murder. When 
one of the gathered family disappears, Stonechild and Rouleau are called in 
and must set aside troubles of their own. As buried betrayals resurface, the 
suspect list — and body count — are only growing.

A complex and suspenseful mystery. Recommended  
highly to crime-fiction fans looking for a new author.

— Booklist

6  Turning Secrets
Former teenage runaway and new single mother Nadia Armstrong moves 
to Kingston to turn her life around, but six months later her body is found. 
Major Crimes is uncertain if it is a case of suicide or murder. To make matters 
worse, a member of the team is leaking information, putting Staff Sergeant 
Rouleau in a precarious position. Meanwhile, Officer Kala Stonechild’s niece, 
Dawn, is secretly corresponding with her father, who’s out on early parole and 
turns up in town uninvited. 

With a satisfying ending and a clever twist or two, Chapman ensures that 
her fans will look forward to the next installment.

— Kirkus Reviews

5

92,000 words
SUMMER 2018

STONECHILD AND ROULEAU MYSTERY SERIES

STONECHILD AND ROULEAU MYSTERY SERIES
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4

5

90,000  words
FALL 2020

90,000  words
FALL 2022

Barbara Fradkin is a retired psychologist who is fascinated with why 
people turn bad. She has written numerous short stories and novellas as 
well as the critically acclaimed Inspector Green novels. Two of these, Fifth 
Son and Honour Among Men, have won the Arthur Ellis Award for Best 
Novel. She lives in Ottawa.

Barbara Fradkin

4  The Ancient Dead
RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Amanda Doucette takes a group on an archaeological dig in the badlands of 
southern Alberta. Instead of dinosaur bones, the dig uncovers the old bones 
of an adult female.

5  Black Water
RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Someone drowns while on a boat cruise through the Inner Passage from 
Vancouver to Alaska. Amanda Doucette is on the case.

PRAISE FOR FIRE IN THE STARS:

Fradkin knows how to build tension and  
drama that hold readers to the end.

— Publishers Weekly (starred review)

Amanda Doucette mystery series
Mystery

A former international aid worker with PTSD readjusts to life at home, but finds 
herself drawn into mysteries as she follows her instinct to help people. 

AMANDA DOUCETTE MYSTERY SERIES

AMANDA DOUCETTE MYSTERY SERIES
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3

Barbara Fradkin

92,000  words
FALL 2018

ALSO IN THE SAME SERIES

1  Fire in the Stars
RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages (except German)

Former aid worker Amanda Doucette returns from Nigeria to rebuild her 
life in Newfoundland after a shocking experience drove her from the field. 
Seeking a new purpose in life, she soon finds herself putting her crisis-
response training to full effect when she’s wrapped up in a murder and 
missing-persons case and a social media storm.

Masterly … it’s the wilderness that provides the story’s passion.

 — Toronto Star

2  The Trickster’s Lullaby
RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages (except German)

Two young men from disparate backgrounds disappear on a winter camping 
trip in the Laurentians led by Amanda Doucette. One boy turns up dead, and 
the other is suspected of having terrorist links. Amanda and Chris Tymko 
race to find the missing boy, but there is also a killer on their heels.

A high-adrenaline plunge.
— Publishers Weekly (starred review)

3  Prisoners of Hope 
RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Set against the stunning backdrop of Georgian Bay, Amanda Doucette finds 
herself drawn into the world of exploited foreign workers when she meets a 
Filipino nanny accused of murdering her wealthy employer.

1

2

93,000  words
FALL 2016

93,000  words
FALL 2017

AMANDA DOUCETTE MYSTERY SERIES

AMANDA DOUCETTE MYSTERY SERIES
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5  River of Lies 
Three young people found dead in and around the Seymour River are three 
too many. The community wants answers, and Leith and Dion work hard to 
get to the bottom of what went so wrong in the lives of these teens.

While the North Shore RCMP slog through the rain in the search for 
whoever left a young woman to die in a high-school parking lot, a toddler 
mysteriously vanishes from a Riverside Drive home in the midst of a dinner 
party. A tenuous connection is made between the two cases, along with the 
thinnest ray of hope that the child could be alive. But when more tragedy 
rains down on the North Shore, lies must be unveiled before the ugly truth 
can emerge.

6  Five Ways to Disappear
Leith and Dion are investigating who has skewered the annoying Lawrence 
Follick to his own lawn. Could it be the irate next-door neighbours or a 
random attack? But the murders don’t end there and promise to continue 
if the killer isn’t roped in soon. Can Dion lure the perpetrator into another 
attack, and live to tell about it?

B.C. Blues Crime series
Mystery  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

A rough-edged portrayal of law enforcement officers working on the streets of Vancouver and the surrounding 
hills of British Columbia. Cal Dion is recovering from a traumatic brain injury and David Leith, a small-town 
cop, finds his star is suddenly on the rise.

R.M. Greenaway has worked in probation and travelled British Columbia 
as a court reporter. Her first novel in the B.C. Blues Crime series, Cold 
Girl, won the Unhanged Arthur Ellis Award. She lives in Nelson, B.C.

R.M. Greenaway

100,000 words
WINTER 2021

5

6

89,000 words
WINTER 2020

B.C. BLUES CRIME SERIES

B.C. BLUES CRIME SERIES
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R.M. Greenaway

2

105,000 words
WINTER 2017

ALSO IN THE SAME SERIES

1  Cold Girl 
A singer vanishes in the snowbound Hazeltons. Has she been snatched by the 
so-called Pickup Killer? Investigator David Leith has much to contend with 
— punishing weather and wily witnesses, plus a young constable who’s more 
hindrance than help. Suspects multiply, but only at the bitter end does Leith 
discover who is the coldest girl of all.

SHORT-LISTED 2017 Arthur Ellis Award for Best First Novel

WINNER 2014 Unhanged Arthur Award for Best Unpublished First Crime Novel

Greenaway brings a keen understanding  
of love, loyalty, frailty, and greed to her 
multilayered series debut.

— Kirkus Reviews

2  Undertow 
RCMP detective Leith fears he’s made a mistake bringing his family to 
North Vancouver. His first Serious Crimes Unit case has rocked his senses: 
who would brutally murder a mother, father, and baby? Detective Dion, also 
regretting the move, has returned to the city where he no longer fits in — but 
is he back in the swim, or destined to drown?

Undertow is a deftly written and inherently compelling  
read from cover to cover. — Midwest Book Review

115,000 words
WINTER 2016

1

B.C. BLUES CRIME SERIESB.C. BLUES CRIME SERIES

B.C. BLUES CRIME SERIES
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 R.M. Greenaway

ALSO IN THE SAME SERIES

3  Creep 
A pair of dead bodies don’t seem linked, or even suspicious, at first, but Dion 
and Leith soon find themselves with a hairy murder case on their hands. As 
Dion gets tangled up with a witness and Leith loses himself in the case, a 
different kind of killer is on the prowl. But the rumours about him being more 
than human can’t possibly be true …

All the elements add up to a terrific book  
that will keep readers guessing to the end.

— Publishers Weekly

4  Flights and Falls
A single-vehicle crash on the Sea to Sky Highway is blamed on the notorious 
stretch of road — but when bad things start happening to the people who 
stopped to help, North Vancouver RCMP Constable Dave Leith wonders if 
something darker is at play. Leith starts keeping tabs on Cal Dion, a cop and 
colleague, who knows all about crime — and perhaps how to get away with it.

A fine and evocative writer … well able not only to surround her two main 
cops with other striking characters, but to keep the novel’s plot twisting with 
winning suspense.

— London Free Press

4

93,000 words
WINTER 2019

92,000 words
WINTER 2018

3

B.C. BLUES CRIME SERIES

B.C. BLUES CRIME SERIES
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84,000 words
WINTER 2021

J.P. Meyboom works in film and television. Some of his projects include 
supervising producer of Shake Hands with the Devil, producer of CBC’s 
The Newsroom, and producer of The Act. He lives in Toronto.

Business
Crime  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Paul Wint quits the greeting card business under the spell of Hornsmith, an 
ailing crook running a scam on Dr. Courtney, a cosmetic surgeon, and Simon 
Trang, a shadowy narc. Hornsmith says it’s business, but it’s really more a 
blackmail job.

And it’s not working out. While Hornsmith’s distracted by his intestinal 
cancer, Courtney’s gangsters plot to kill the deal. Soon, Paul can’t see his way 
for the complications in this business. His obsession with Marla, a singer with 
The Raging Socket, doesn’t help.

After a mysterious fire destroys his apartment building, Paul skips town 
driving Marla’s drug dealing lover’s ’68 Firebird. His neighbour, Akinwole 
Mulumba, a homesick Nigerian accountant tags along. Only when calamity 
strikes on a dark desert road does Paul find refuge with a reclusive Iraqi war 
vet turned Buddhist monk and a spunky Cambodian waitress.

 J.P. Meyboom

Cover to come
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77,000 words
WINTER 2021

2

3

1

77,000 words
WINTER 2022

76,000 words
WINTER 2020

C.S. O’Cinneide
The Candace Starr Series
Mystery  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Former hitwoman Candace Starr works with the cops to solve murders as she 
tries to escape her past.

1  The Starr Sting Scale
Candace Starr considers herself retired from the world of professional hits 
since she got out of prison. That’s until a society maven wants her daughter’s 
boyfriend removed from their lives permanently. When he shows up dead, 
Candace has to help the cops catch the killer, even as she’s a prime suspect.

Darkly hilarious and brilliantly plotted.

— Elka Ray, author of Saigon Dark and Hanoi Jane 

Scalding, irreverent, endlessly surprising — Candace Starr will make you laugh 
out loud while knocking your morality just slightly askew. 

— R.M. Greenaway, author of the B.C. Blues Crime series

2  Starr Sign
Malone thinks she’s found the body of Candace Starr’s estranged mother 
when a long dead corpse shows up in a freezer of an abandoned warehouse. 
But when Candace’s fifteen-year-old half sister shows up with no one to take 
care of her, Candace tracks down her very much alive mother, leading her to 
the maternal mafia roots that just might pull her underground.

3  Starr for Hire
Candace Starr has taken the hush money provided by the Scarpello family 
and set up her own private investigation firm. Her first job is for a woman 
who is looking for her missing husband, a man who spent most of his time 
working as an engineer in the Congo. The wife only wants to find him, so 
she can get a divorce. Candace’s search pulls her into the world of illegal 
smuggling out of Africa.

C.S. O’Cinneide is a writer and a blogger on her website, She Kills Lit. 
Her short stories have appeared in journals such as untethered and Minola 
Review, as well as in Mantid Magazine and on the podcast No Extra Words. 
She lives in Guelph, Ontario.

16 Fiction | Forthcoming



79,000 words
SUMMER 2020

Brent van Staalduinen is the author of the novel Saints, Unexpected. He 
has won the Bristol Short Story Prize, the Fiddlehead’s Best Fiction Award, 
and the Lush Triumphant Literary Award. His stories have appeared in 
the New Quarterly, Prairie Fire, the Fiddlehead, and elsewhere. He lives in 
Hamilton, Ontario.

Boy
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Boy’s final year of high school is unraveling. Fast. He had it all worked out, 
from crushing his final exams to military school to a career in the air force. 
But his family’s tragic past and its complicated present have caught up to him, 
and his marks are slipping, jeopardizing all of his plans. 

When Boy befriends Mara, a homeless man who can seemingly stop and 
restart time at will, he has to weigh his family’s needs and his own conscience 
against the potential contained within Mara’s mysterious and powerful gift. 
But he soon realizes that the past can’t be undone, memories are as fragile as 
moments, and the future rarely turns out like we think it will.

In a world charged with magic, Boy  confronts shame, grief, and the search  
for meaning. Out of grit and mercy arises a powerful metaphor for the pain  
of growing up too fast.

— Liz Harmer, author of The Amateurs 

Exquisite … Boy is a perfectly  
compelling protagonist. 

— Miriam Toews, author of A Complicated Kindness 

Brent van Staalduinen
17Fiction | Forthcoming



94,000 words
FALL 2020

Heidi von Palleske is a writer, actor, and activist. She has written poetry, 
articles, and fiction, and won the H.R. Percy Novel Prize for her novel 
They Don’t Run Red Trains Anymore. Heidi spends time on both the 
Atlantic and Pacific Coasts, but calls Toronto home.

Two White Queens and the 
One-Eyed Jack
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

On a hot June day in 1965, two six-year-old boys, Gareth and Jack, compete 
to see who can climb higher up a tree. When Jack falls and loses his eye 
on a thorn bush, the accident brings about a series of events that will bind 
the boys together for the rest of their lives. When the best friends meet the 
albino twins Clara and Blanca, a shared fate unfolds. Trapped in a world 
of questionable beginnings, the twins must face horrific truths before they 
can claim their lives and leave their past behind them. From the shores of 
Lake Ontario to the hustle of Berlin, from the art of oculary to punk opera, 
from the first 3D movies to international journalism, this is a ride that takes 
readers in every possible direction until they end up exactly where they 
should be.

A brilliant novel … Heidi’s writing is a seamless fusion of poetry and prose. 

— Jeffrey Side, reviewer and editor, Colorado Review 

Exquisite writing … a gorgeous book.

— Daniel Baird, writer, reviewer, editor, The Walrus

Heidi von Palleske

Cover to come
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95,000 words
FALL 2017

1

Dave Butler is a forester and biologist living in Cranbrook, B.C., in the 
shadow of the Rocky Mountains. His writing and photography have appeared 
in numerous Canadian publications. Dave is Director of Sustainability at 
Canadian Mountain Holidays, a Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal 
winner, and a Royal Canadian Geographical Society Fellow.

The Jenny Willson Mysteries
Mystery  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

A wilderness mystery series featuring sleuth Jenny Willson, a hard-talking 
park warden who takes her duty to protect her park very personally.

A series readers will follow for a long time … an  
ideal read for Nevada Barr and Paul Doiron fans.

— Booklist

1  Full Curl
Poachers and bureaucrats: Park warden Jenny Willson considers them 
equally repulsive and worthy of the same fate. When she discovers animals 
disappearing from Canada’s mountain parks, Willson finds herself racing 
down a trail lined with deceit, distraction, and murder, and tempted to cross a 
line to a place she might not be able to come back from.

WINNER 2018 Arthur Ellis Award for Best First Crime Novel

SHORT-LISTED 2018 Kobo Emerging Writer Prize

Butler’s strong debut shows a powerful heroine determined to bring a 
nasty but fully fleshed-out set of baddies to justice.

— Kirkus Reviews 

Dave Butler
THE JENNY WILLSON MYSTERIES

THE JENNY WILLSON MYSTERIES
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2

3

99,500 words
FALL 2018

90,000 words
FALL 2019

Dave Butler

2  No Place for Wolverines
When Jenny Willson initiates a covert inquiry into a proposed ski hill in 
Yoho National Park, she must decide if she’s willing to risk her career — and 
perhaps her life and the lives of those close to her — to reveal what lurks in 
the darkness.

3  In Rhino We Trust
Jenny Willson joins an American colleague on a secondment to assist 
Namibian officers trying to stem the loss of elephants, rhinos, and other 
iconic species from their country. Instead, she gets caught up in a conspiracy 
involving wildlife poachers.

Will pull you inside the world of anti-poaching and into the precarious edge of 
the Namibian wilderness.

— Brian Keating, conservationist and public speaker

THE JENNY WILLSON MYSTERIES

THE JENNY WILLSON MYSTERIES
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68,000 words
FALL 2019

Lorraine Davies has published short stories in Room, Event, The New 
Orphic Review, and Grain. She lives in Vancouver.

Jacintha
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Richard Wilson, a professor of English literature, and his wife, Carol, are 
injured in a landslide that destroys their home and takes the life of their 
student boarder. Richard heals from the injuries caused by the accident, but, 
emotionally traumatized, he withdraws into his own world, threatening his 
marriage. 

When the beautiful, intriguing Jacintha enrols in his seminar on The 
Tempest, Richard gradually falls under her spell. But on the verge of 
succumbing to his desire, he receives information that shatters his belief in 
himself as a moral man. He tries to distance himself from Jacintha, but she 
has other plans that can only lead to more anguish for everyone involved.

A daring meditation on lost daughters, obsession, and personal responsibility 
with a knife blade at its heart.

— Shaena Lambert, author of Oh, My Darling and Radiance

Lorraine Davies
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Phil Halton has worked around the globe as a soldier and security 
consultant, including in Afghanistan. He has spent over twenty-five years 
as an officer in the Canadian Army. Phil publishes the literary journal 
Blood & Bourbon and lives in Toronto.

This Shall Be a House of Peace
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Chaos reigns in the wake of the collapse of Afghanistan’s Soviet-backed 
government. In the rural, warlord-ruled south, a student is badly beaten at a 
checkpoint run by bandits. His teacher, who leads a madrassa for orphans left 
behind by Afghanistan’s civil war, leads his students back to the checkpoint 
and forces the bandits out. His actions set in motion a chain of events that 
will change the balance of power in his country and send shock waves 
through history.

Amid villagers seeking protection and warlords seeking power, the 
Mullah’s inf luence grows. Against the backdrop of anarchy dominated by 
armed factions, he devotes himself to building a house of peace with his 
students — or, as they are called in Pashto, taliban. Part intrigue, part war 
narrative, and part historical drama, This Shall Be a House of Peace charts 
their breathtaking ambition, transformation, and rise to power.

This Shall Be a House of Peace won me fully from the first page. I could taste 
the dust of Afghanistan again, could see the hills and villages and the people 
in them. If we could go back in time and have the soldiers and generals of the 
last eighteen years of war read this book, perhaps we could have come up with 
better outcomes for Afghanistan than we have to date. 

 — Dr. Kristian C. Gustafson, senior lecturer, Centre for  

Intelligence & Security Studies at Brunel University

Halton’s debut is a must-read for all who turn to books  
for an understanding of worlds other than their own. 

— Booklist 

Phil Halton
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J.J. Martin grew up Catholic in Ontario and pursued graduate studies 
in anthropology of religion at the University of Ottawa. His articles have 
appeared in multiple news outlets, including the Globe and Mail. He lives 
in Toronto.

Father Sweet
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

It’s 1978. Blackburn Hamlet is a typical suburban village in eastern Ontario. 
In this vibrant Catholic community, life revolves around family and church. 
Then the safe comfort of both is destroyed by the arrival of a predator priest.

When charismatic Father Sweet invites his new favourite altar boy on a 
camping trip, the boy’s parents insist he go. Trapped in the woods, the boy 
struggles to evade the priest’s sexual advances. But Father Sweet forces him  
to make an impossible choice.

Twenty-five years later, he is lost, broken, and angry. His father’s death 
reveals secrets that spur the man to relive his own past. Desiring justice,  
in need of healing, he discovers, in a daring rescue mission, a way to achieve 
both.

Martin’s literary style and poignant, gripping narration keep readers 
spellbound throughout.  

— BookTrib

Martin’s arresting debut [is] a deeply unsettling work that will make a 
lasting impact on readers. 

— Booklist 

J.J. Martin
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Kim Moritsugu’s six previously published novels include The Glenwood 
Treasure (Short-listed for the Arthur Ellis Best Crime Novel Award), The 
Restoration of Emily (serialized on CBC Radio), and The Oakdale Dinner 
Club. She recaps TV shows online as The Hungry Novelist and lives in 
Toronto.

The Showrunner
Commercial Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Rising-star showrunner Stacey McCreedy has one goal: to leave behind her 
nerd-girl origins and become a power player — like Ann Dalloni, her former 
mentor and current producing partner. Ann, meanwhile, is feeling her age 
and losing her mind. But she’ll be damned if she cedes control of their hit 
primetime TV show to Stacey.

After Ann hires Jenna, a young actress hoping to restart her stalled career, 
as an assistant, the relationship between Ann and Stacey deteriorates into a 
blood feud. Soon, Jenna must choose whom to support and whom to betray 
to achieve her own ends. And Stacey will find out if she possesses the killer 
instinct needed to stay on top.

The Showrunner has all the drama of All About Eve and the attention to  
detail of The Devil Wears Prada. [Moritsugu] rivals Nathanael West’s fabulous 
descriptions of Hollywood where the hopefuls become twisted by their  
own ambitions. 

— Catherine Gildiner, bestselling author of Too Close to the Falls

Joan Collins-meets-Lauren Weisberger. Moritsugu  
pulls no punches in this delightfully twisty tale. 

— Booklist 

Kim Moritsugu
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C.S. O’Cinneide is a writer and a blogger on her website, She Kills Lit. 
Her short stories have appeared in journals such as untethered and Minola 
Review, as well as in Mantid Magazine and on the podcast No Extra Words. 
She lives in Guelph, Ontario.

Petra’s Ghost
Literary Fiction/Horror  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

A woman has vanished on the Camino de Santiago, the ancient five-hundred-
mile pilgrimage that crosses northern Spain. Daniel, an Irish expat, walks the 
lonely trail carrying his wife’s, Petra’s, ashes, along with the damning secret of 
how she really died.

When he teams up to walk with vibrant California girl Ginny, she seems 
like the perfect antidote for his grieving heart. But a nightmare figure begins 
to stalk them, and Daniel’s mind starts to unravel from the horror of things 
he cannot explain.

Unexpected twists and turns echo the path of the ancient trail they walk 
upon. The lines begin to blur between reality and madness, between truth 
and the lies we tell ourselves.

C.S. O’Cinneide
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Oakland Ross has written two previous novels, a travel memoir, and a 
short story collection. He worked as a foreign correspondent for several 
years and received two National Newspaper Awards and a National 
Magazine Award for fiction. Oakland lives in Toronto.

Swimming with Horses
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Eighteen-year-old Hilary Anson’s startling good looks and wanton ways 
scandalize the denizens of sleepy Kelso County, but young Sam Mitchell is 
instantly enthralled by his new friend. Over one sun-soaked summer, Hilary 
vastly improves Sam’s equestrian skills, while dropping inscrutable details 
about her past in apartheid-era South Africa. Mysteries mount until Hilary 
vanishes, leaving at least one unsolved murder in her wake. Many years and 
two failed marriages later, Sam sets out for South Africa, determined to crack 
the enigma of Hilary Anson. In doing so, he finds himself confronting a 
shocking secret of his own.

The book is essentially a murder mystery, but it is also an exquisite  
literary achievement. 

— Foreword Reviews 

Oakland Ross
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Leslie Shimotakahara holds a Ph.D. in English from Brown University. 
Her memoir, The Reading List, won the Canada-Japan Literary Award 
in 2012, and her fiction has been short-listed for the K.M. Hunter Artist 
Award. Leslie lives in Toronto.

Red Oblivion
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

When Jill Lau receives an early morning phone call that her elderly father has 
fallen gravely ill, she and her sister, Celeste, catch the first f light from Toronto 
to Hong Kong. The man they find languishing in the hospital is a barely 
recognizable shadow of his old, indomitable self.

According to his housekeeper, a couple of mysterious photographs arrived 
anonymously in the mail in the days before his collapse. These pictures are 
only the first link in a chain of events that begin to reveal the truth about 
their father’s past and how he managed to escape from Guangzhou, China, 
during the Cultural Revolution to make a new life for himself in Hong Kong. 
Someone from the old days has returned to haunt him — exposing the 
terrible things he did to survive and f lee one of the most violent periods of 
Chinese history, reinvent himself, and make the family fortune. Can Jill piece 
together the story of her family’s past without sacrificing her father’s love and 
reputation?

Shimotakahara displays virtuosity in this subtle  
deconstruction of one family’s tainted origins.

— Kirkus Reviews

Leslie Shimotakahara
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After the Bloom
Literary Fiction  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Lily Takemitsu goes missing from her home in Toronto one luminous 
summer morning in the mid-1980s. Her daughter, Rita, knows her mother 
has a history of dissociation and memory problems, which have led her to 
wander off before. But never has she stayed away so long. Unconvinced 
the police are taking the case seriously, Rita begins to carry out her own 
investigation. In the course of searching for her mom, she is forced to 
confront a labyrinth of secrets surrounding the family’s internment at a 
camp in the California desert during the Second World War, their postwar 
immigration to Toronto, and the father she has never known. 

Epic in scope, intimate in style, After the Bloom blurs between the present 
and the ever-present past, beautifully depicting one family’s struggle to face 
the darker side of its history and find some form of redemption.

Shimotakahara’s writing is personal  
and entrancing, unflinchingly shining  
a light on this difficult part of history.

— Booklist

Leslie Shimotakahara
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Brian Bradley is a writer, journalist, and biographer. He has researched 
the lives of Craig Russell and Lori Russell Eadie for over a decade. Brian 
lives in Hamilton, Ontario.

Outrageous Misfits
THE LIVES OF CRAIG RUSSELL AND LORI RUSSELL EADIE

Biography & Autobiography/LGBT  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Craig Russell, an entertainer known for his outrageous f lair as a female 
impressionist, was a star on the international stage and on screen. Lori 
Russell Eadie, a shy theatre lover, was his number one fan and, eventually, his 
wife.

Together, they were fun, fabulous, and eschewed convention. But behind 
the curtains of the stages where they thrived, Craig and Lori struggled with 
the effects of mental health issues, drug addiction, sexual assault, and abuse.

Through nearly one hundred interviews and extensive research, 
Outrageous Misfits reveals the legacy of Canada’s first drag superstar and his 
biggest fan.

Brian Bradley
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Phil Halton has worked around the globe as a soldier and security 
consultant, including in Afghanistan. He is the author of the novel This 
Shall Be a House of Peace. He lives in Toronto.

Stumbling Past the Exit
AFGHANISTAN’S HUNDRED-YEAR WAR

Military Policy  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

The war in Afghanistan has consumed vast amounts of blood and treasure, 
causing the Western powers to seek an exit without achieving victory. The 
seemingly never-ending conf lict has become synonymous with a number 
of issues — global jihad, rampant tribalism, and the narcotics trade — but 
despite the fact that they are cited as the causes of the conf lict, they are in fact 
symptoms.

Rather than beginning after 9/11, or with the Soviet “invasion” in 1979, 
the current conf lict in Afghanistan began with the social reforms imposed 
by Amanullah Amir in 1919. Western powers have failed to recognize that 
legitimate grievances dating back as long ago as that are driving the local 
population to turn to insurgency in Afghanistan. The issues they are willing 
to fight over today — secularism, modernity, and centralized power — are 
not new ones; in fact, they have been the source of a hundred-year-long social 
conf lict.

The first step toward achieving a “solution” to the Afghanistan “problem” is 
to have a clear-eyed view of what is really driving it.

PRAISE FOR THIS SHALL BE A HOUSE OF PEACE:

This Shall Be a House of Peace won me fully from the first page. I could taste 
the dust of Afghanistan again, could see the hills and villages and the people 
in them. If we could go back in time and have the soldiers and generals of the 
last eighteen years of war read this book, perhaps we could have come up with 
better outcomes for Afghanistan than we have to date. 

 — Dr. Kristian C. Gustafson, senior lecturer, Centre for  

Intelligence & Security Studies at Brunel University

Phil Halton

Cover to come
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Michelle Parise is an award-winning journalist, writer, and performer. 
She has worked for the CBC for more than two decades, in everything 
from children’s television to national radio news, music programming, and 
documentary making. She lives in Toronto.

Alone
A LOVE STORY

Memoir  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

THE MEMOIR THAT LED TO THE SMASH-HIT PODCAST ALONE

The church wedding, the new house, a beautiful baby … Michelle was sold 
a dream and bought into it. But one day, nine years in, she wakes up in an 
empty bed, and the Husband isn’t there.

Adrift and on the edge of forty — fuelled by grief, booze, and one-night 
stands — Michelle battles the monster she calls Loneliness, struggling 
with the duality of being a part-time parent and part-time partier. Though 
dangerously close to rock bottom, Michelle, ever the Saddest Optimist, takes 
a chance on love again with a dashing but complicated man in a white shirt. 
Can she accept this jigsaw puzzle of a life is now hers? And if she accepts it, 
how will she take ownership of it?

Michelle delves into the deepest, darkest aspects of divorce and her new life 
with candour and humour, showing that there is life in the alone space as well 
as hope.

50 BEST PODCASTS The Atlantic

GOLD RADIO WINNER New York Festivals, 2018

Michelle Parise knows how to shape and deliver a story that will keep 
you coming back for more.… [T]he rise and fall of her marriage, and 
the bizarro choices she and her ex-husband made in its aftermath — like 
intentionally buying houses across the street from each other — will have 
you double-checking whether or not this actually is a memoir. (It is.)  
Her decision-making leads her to the edge of cliché but is also  
immensely relatable.

— The Atlantic on the podcast

Michelle Parise
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Alex Avery is a top-ranked institutional equity research analyst, advising 
institutional investors on real estate investments. He lives in Toronto.

The Wealthy Renter
HOW TO CHOOSE HOUSING THAT WILL MAKE YOU RICH

Personal Finance  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages (except Bulgarian)

“Why rent when you can buy?” More than any other, this phrase captures 
the overwhelmingly unanimous promotion of home ownership. Real estate 
agents, mortgage brokers, family, friends, and even the government promote 
ownership as a safe, attractive, and sure-fire path to personal wealth. This 
one-size-fits-all advice ignores the reality of the housing market.

Canadians deserve better advice.
Faced with expensive house prices in a near-zero interest rate world, it’s 

time Canadians heard the virtues of renting and seriously considered renting 
as an alternative to home ownership. Real estate analyst Alex Avery insists 
renting offers a simple, more affordable way to live, plus in Canada’s frenzied 
housing market, going month-to-month is dramatically lower risk. He claims 
the reputation of home ownership as a wealth building strategy is unfounded 
and shows renters how to replace bricks-and-mortar with better investment 
opportunities.

Alex Avery shows how many of our preconceptions cost us money. 

— National Post

A good read filled with lots of facts, perspective,  
and questioning of the status quo. 

— Financial Post 

Alex Avery
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Debi Goodwin is the author of Citizens of Nowhere and a former 
CBC television producer. She is also a travel writer, blogger, and avid 
photographer.

A Victory Garden  
for Trying Times
Memoir  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Ever since her childhood on a Niagara farm, Debi has dug in the dirt to 
find resilience. But when her husband, Peter, was diagnosed with cancer in 
November, it was too late in the season to seek solace in her garden. With 
idle hands and a fearful mind, she sought something to sustain her through 
the months ahead. She soon came across Victory Gardens — the vegetable 
gardens cultivated during the world wars that sustained so many.

During an anxious winter, she researched, drew plans, and ordered seeds. 
In spring, with Peter in remission, her garden thrived and life got back on 
track. But when Peter’s cancer returned like a killing frost, the garden was a 
reminder that everything must come to an end.

A Victory Garden for Trying Times is a personal journey of love, loss, and 
healing through the natural cycles of the earth.

A compelling and intimate reflection on love and grief and ordinary 
things that comfort and sustain us. 

— Alison Smith, award-winning journalist 

Debi Goodwin
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Amanda Laird is a feminist holistic nutritionist specializing in menstrual 
health and is the host of Heavy Flow — a weekly podcast dedicated to 
casual conversations about periods and other taboo health and wellness 
topics. She lives in Toronto.

Heavy Flow
BREAKING THE CURSE OF MENSTRUATION

Health & Fitness/Women’s Health  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Your menstrual cycle is your fifth vital sign — a barometer of health and 
wellness that is as telling as your pulse or blood pressure. Yet most of 
us see our periods as nothing more than a source of inconvenience and 
embarrassment.

The reasons for this are vast and complex and many are rooted in 
misogyny. The fact is, women the world over are taught the bare minimum 
about menstruation, and the messages they do receive are negative: that 
periods are painful and gross, that they turn us into hormonal messes, and 
that they shouldn’t be discussed.

By examining the history of period shame and stigma and its effects 
on women’s health and wellness today as well as providing a crash course 
in menstrual self-care, Heavy Flow aims to lift the veil on menstruation, 
breaking the “curse” once and for all.

Heavy Flow is the book I wish I had when I was a teenager and am glad to  
have now. 

— Kathleen Shannon, creative entrepreneur, author, and speaker 

Amanda de-mystifies menstruation for us in a way that is eye-opening 
and fascinating. 

— Joy McCarthy, CNP and best-selling author  
of Joyous Health and Joyous Detox 

Amanda Laird
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Amanda Munday is an advocate for women’s rights. Her work has been 
published in the Globe and Mail, Quartz, and the Toronto Star. She lives in 
Toronto with her husband and two children.

Day Nine
A POSTPARTUM DEPRESSION MEMOIR

Memoir  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Nine days after the birth of her daughter, Amanda was involuntarily admitted 
to a psychiatric ward for postpartum depression. The typical hold-and-
release process in Ontario is seventy-two hours. She stayed eighteen days.

New parent sleep deprivation is familiar, but Munday’s tumultuous 
experience with depression is one rarely discussed within parent 
communities. Any mental illness comes with a strong public stigma, and with 
mental illness connected to motherhood, the judgments run deep. Through 
her experiences, Munday presents the harsh realities of new parenthood and 
the quiet suffering postpartum depression commands.

Day Nine is an intimate memoir that reads like a freight train, revealing 
how common life transitions — childbirth and parenthood — can unravel 
into a medical emergency few new parents are prepared for.

A godsend to any mother who finds herself stuck in a swamp of anxiety and 
self-doubt and who is struggling to find her way out. 

— Ann Douglas, author, The Mother of All Pregnancy Books 

A beautiful and inspiring ode to the power that’s found within our 
weakest moments. 

— Sarah Lacy, founder of Chairman Mom,  
author of A Uterus is a Feature, Not a Bug

Amanda Munday
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Rick Prashaw has had a diverse career as a journalist, Catholic priest, 
executive director of a national NGO, and political staff to members of 
Parliament. He is a winner of the National Ron Wiebe Restorative Justice 
Award. Rick lives in Ottawa.

Soar, Adam, Soar
Memoir  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Adam Prashaw’s life was full of surprises from the moment he was born. 
Assigned female at birth, and with parents who had been expecting a boy, 
he spent years living as “Rebecca Danielle Adam Prashaw” before coming to 
terms with being a transgender man. Adam captured hearts with his humour, 
compassion, and intensity. After a tragic accident cut his life short, he left a 
legacy of changed lives and a trove of social media posts documenting his 
life, relationships, transition, and struggles with epilepsy, all with remarkable 
transparency and directness.

In Soar, Adam, Soar, his father, a former priest, retells Adam’s story 
alongside his son’s own words. From early childhood, through coming out 
first as a lesbian and then as a man, and his battles with epilepsy and refusal 
to give in, it chronicles Adam’s drive to define himself, his joyful spirit, and 
his love of life, which continues to conquer all.

Rick Prashaw, Adam’s father, celebrates life in this moving memoir — 
joined, in a sense, by Adam himself, whose musings and social-media 
posts enrich the narrative. The result is both specific and universal. 

— Booklist

Prashaw’s compassionate, authentic, and wise words make this a 
powerful contribution to the emerging genre of transgender life writing. 

— Library Journal (starred review) 

Rick Prashaw
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Guy Stanley has a Ph.D. in international history from the London School 
of Economics and Political Science. He has consulted for businesses and 
governments on public policy and has taught international management at 
the University of Connecticut, McGill University, HEC Montréal, and the 
University of Ottawa. He lives in Beaconsfield, Quebec.

Rebuilding Liberalism
SOCIAL JUSTICE WITH INDIVIDUAL FREEDOM

Political Science  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Establishing liberalism that offers freedom and social justice is possible. 
Doing so requires examining the history of liberal ideas and culture over the 
last two centuries, followed by a major overhaul of existing systems, which 
includes coming to terms with liberalism’s past and its major limitations, 
as well as upgrading liberal economics and preparing for technological 
disruption. 

Rebuilding Liberalism combines a discussion about liberal ideas in a social 
context with political analysis, and builds a path forward that can ensure the 
survival of liberal society.

Guy Stanley
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Logathasan (Das) Tharmathurai is a writer and information systems 
professional. He decided to write his memoir thirty-two years after leaving 
Sri Lanka. Das lives in Toronto, Ontario.

The Sadness of Geography
MY LIFE AS A TAMIL EXILE

Memoir  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Born to a wealthy family in northern Sri Lanka, Logathasan Tharmathurai 
and his family lost everything during the long and brutal Sri Lankan Civil 
War.

In January 1985, at the age of eighteen, he left his home in a desperate 
bid to build a new life for himself and his family abroad after a deeply 
traumatic encounter with a group of Sinhalese soldiers. As his terrifying 
and often astonishing journey unfolds, he finds himself in a refugee camp, 
being smuggled across international borders, living with drug dealers, and 
imprisoned.

The Sadness of Geography is a moving story of innocence lost, the 
persecution of an entire people, and the universal quest for a better life.

This heart-stopping memoir is an intimate portrait of a young man 
caught in the crosshairs of war.… Part history lesson, part warning, 
Tharmathurai’s book … offers important lessons for our own here and 
now. These pages are essential reading for everyone. 

— Sharon Bala, bestselling author of The Boat People

Logathasan Tharmathurai
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Joanne Vannicola is an Emmy Award–winning actor who has worked in 
theatre, film, and television. A fierce advocate for LGBTQ+ rights, she 
lives in Toronto.

All We Knew But Couldn’t Say
Memoir  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

After being pressured to leave home at fourteen, and after fifteen years 
of estrangement, Joanne learns that her mother is dying. Compelled to 
reconnect, she visits with her, unearthing a trove of devastating secrets. 

Joanne relates her journey from child performer to Emmy Award–winning 
actor, from hiding in the closet to embracing her own sexuality, from 
conf licted daughter and sibling to independent woman. All We Knew But 
Couldn’t Say is a testament to survival, love, and the belief that it is possible  
to love the broken, and to love fully, even with a broken heart. 

Vannicola writes about mayhem and emotional violence with such precision 
that it’s like becoming mesmerized by a tornado moving directly towards 
you.… This is a story you won’t soon forget.

— David Layton, author of The Dictator and The Bird Factory

A story about figuring out identity and claiming it, pushing past layers of 
abuse, confusion, and cultural resistance to define yourself as non-binary  
long before there was a word for it. — NOW Magazine

Joanne Vannicola weaves a compelling narrative about hardship, 
survival, and resilience that reminds all of us about the enduring 
importance of forgiveness, family acceptance, and love. 

— Sarah Kate Ellis, president & CEO, GLAAD

Incredibly raw, moving, and honest. Joanne has 
survived so much and come out triumphant. 

— Denys Arcand, Oscar-winning filmmaker

Joanne Vannicola
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Sue Williams earned a degree in occupational therapy from Queen’s 
University and practised OT for over thirty years. In 2016, she left the 
health care field to focus on writing. Sue lives in Guelph, Ontario.

Ready to Come About
Memoir  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

When Sue Williams set sail for the North Atlantic, it wasn’t a mid-life crisis. 
She had no affinity for the sea. And she didn’t have an adventure-seeking 
bone in her body. In the wake of a perfect storm of personal events, it 
suddenly became clear: her sons were adults now; they needed freedom to 
figure things out for themselves; she had to get out of their way. And it was 
now or never for her husband, David, to realize his dream to cross an ocean. 
So she’d go too.

Ready to Come About is the story of a mother’s improbable adventure on 
the high seas and her profound journey within, through which she grew to 
believe that there is no gift more precious than the liberty to chart one’s own 
course, and that risk is a good thing … sometimes, at least.

A beautifully written memoir about a midlife woman’s electrifying adventure. 
It is a reminder of how precarious — and glorious — life can be. 

— Cate Cochran, CBC radio producer and author

An entertaining, deceptively profound  
memoir … heroic and inspiring. 

— Miriam Toews, author of Women Talking

Sue Williams
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1  Girl of Hawthorn and Glass
Eli isn’t just a teenage girl, she’s a made-thing the witches created to hunt 
down ghosts in the human world. Trained to kill with her seven magical 
blades, Eli is a f lawless machine, a perfect assassin. But when an assignment 
goes wrong, Eli starts to question everything she was taught about both 
worlds, the Coven, and her tyrannical witch-mother.

Worried that she’ll be retired for her mistake, Eli gets caught up with a 
group of human and witch renegades and is tasked with the most difficult and 
dangerous task in the worlds: to capture the Heart of the Coven. With the 
help of two humans, one motorcycle, and a girl who smells like the sea, Eli is 
going to get answers — and earn her freedom.

2  Boi of Feather and Steel
Sen isn’t just a teenager with a motorcycle and purple hair, they’ve always 
been able to see magic. And after their dangerous journey to the magical City 
of Eyes with a deadly assassin, they learned something else: they can use it.

Returning to the human world, the City of Ghosts, Sen’s team races to heal 
the wounds in the veil between worlds as Sen struggles to come to grips with 
who they are — and who they are becoming. Meanwhile, an army of child 
witches has risen up to overthrow the tyrannical world-eating Coven. With 
blood and magic spilled on both sides, who will survive?

Metamorphosis series
Young Adult Fantasy (15 to 18 years)  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Eli, a made-thing created by witches to be an assassin, fights to save both worlds from 
destruction, with the help of two humans, one motorcycle, and a girl who smells like the sea.

52,000 words
SUMMER 2020

1

2

52,000 words
WINTER 2021

Adan Jerreat-Poole is a Ph.D. candidate in English and cultural studies 
at McMaster University, writing about video games, queerness, and 
disability. They live in Kingston, Ontario.

Adan Jerreat-Poole

Cover to come

Cover to come
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1  The Lost Scroll of the Physician
Sesha, the daughter of the pharaoh’s royal physician, must find the precious 
scroll her father was transcribing before his death, not only to save the 
kingdom, but to also save her brother’s life.

A mix of magic and science, and with a  
great central character — this was a blast!

— Kevin Sylvester, author of the Neil Flambé Capers and the MiNRS series

Secrets of the Sands
Middle Grade Fiction (10 to 13 years)  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

During Ancient Egypt’s Second Intermediate Period, Sesha, a young physician in training, 
her brother, Ky, and her fellow scribe Paser strive to save Egypt and outwit the power-
hungry Queen Anat.

Full of intrigue and adventure, Sevigny’s middle-grade debut is sure to do for ancient 
history what Riordan has done for mythology— ignite passionate readers of all ages.

57,000 words
WINTER 2020

1

Alisha Sevigny is the author of the acclaimed YA novels Kissing Frogs and 
Summer Constellations, winner of CBC Best Books for Kids & Teens 2018. 
She lives in Toronto.

Alisha Sevigny
SECRETS OF THE SANDS

SECRETS OF THE SANDS
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2  The Desert Prince
The lines in the sand become blurred as Sesha journeys across the desert with 
Paser and Reb, her friends from Thebes, and Pepi, an enemy spy from the 
north. As she comes to know and respect Pepi’s people, the Hyksos, Sesha 
wonders what she can do to prevent them from going to war with the people 
of Thebes.

3  The Oracle of Avaris
After a startling revelation by The Oracle, Sesha is left holding the fate of 
her brother’s life and homeland in one hand and those of her friends and any 
chance at a future in the other.

62,000 words
SUMMER 2020

2

3

50,000 words
WINTER 2021

Alisha Sevigny

Cover to come
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65,000 words
SUMMER 2020

Rob Shapiro is a novelist and TV writer who has dabbled in film, theatre, 
and copywriting. He currently writes for Nelvana’s D.N.Ace, and he is the 
co-creator of the comedy series What Got Did. He lives in Toronto.

The Book of Sam
Young Adult Fantasy (15 to 18 years)  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Seventeen-year-old Sam Sullinger lives in the shadow of adolescence. Lost 
among his overachieving siblings and chided by his stern father, Sam finds 
himself the daily target of bullying. His only solace is his best friend and 
crush, Harper.

In a grand plan designed to help Sam confess his love to Harper, he sets off 
a series of events that lead to her being kidnapped to a fantastical version of 
Hell. Racked with guilt, Sam makes a bold decision for the first time in his 
life: he’s going to rescue his only friend.

Sam is thrust into a vivid world fraught with demons, creatures, and 
falling cities. Every leg of his journey serves to remind him that he isn’t some 
Terracotta Warrior come to life, he’s an insecure teenager who is yearning to 
make his mark on at least one world.

Rob Shapiro
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64,000 words
FALL 2020

Brent van Staalduinen is the author of the novel Saints, Unexpected. He 
has won the Bristol Short Story Prize, the Fiddlehead’s Best Fiction Award, 
and the Lush Triumphant Literary Award. His stories have appeared in 
the New Quarterly, Prairie Fire, the Fiddlehead, and elsewhere. He lives in 
Hamilton, Ontario.

Nothing But Life
Young Adult Fiction (15 to 18 years)  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Dills and his mom have returned to Hamilton, her hometown, hoping to 
leave the horrors of Wilkson behind. But it’s impossible to really run from 
tragedy, and trouble always follows trouble.

When Dills hurts a new classmate, it comes out in court that he was in 
the Wilkson Collegiate library when the shooter came in. But he won’t talk 
about what he saw, what he still sees whenever he closes his eyes. He can’t. He 
definitely can’t tell anyone that the Wilkson Shooter is his stepfather Jesse, 
that Jesse can speak into his mind from hundreds of kilometres away, and that 
Dills still loves him even though he committed an unspeakable crime.

Brent van Staalduinen

Cover to come
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Weird Stories Gone Wrong
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY SHAWNA DAIGLE

Middle Grade Fiction (9 to 12 years)  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Spooky, weird, gross, and compulsively readable stories for reluctant middle-grade 
readers by acclaimed children’s author Philippa Dowding.

A well-crafted horror story with a suspenseful  
buildup and truly creepy details.

— School Library Journal

Goosebumps from north of the border.
— Kirkus Reviews 

Dowding creates an excitingly spooky tale. Add Daigle’s  
ghostly drawings, and readers will be enthralled.

— Booklist

A sure bet for young scary-story enthusiasts. 
— Kirkus Reviews

Philippa Dowding is an award-winning copywriter, poet, and children’s 
author. Her YA books in the Lost Gargoyle series were short-listed for the 
Diamond Willow, Hackmatack, and Silver Birch awards, and The Gargoyle 
at the Gates was named a White Raven Book 2013 by the International 
Youth Library in Munich. Philippa lives in Toronto.

Philippa Dowding

WEIRD STORIES GONE WRONG
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1  Jake and the Giant Hand
Jake doesn’t really believe a giant’s hand was found in a field near his 
grandfather’s farm, but when Jake begins noticing giant f lies buzzing around 
and Grandpa says the basement is off-limits, he doesn’t know what to believe.

2  Myles and the Monster Outside
A series of creepy events follow Myles and his family one rainy night as they 
move across the country. But the scariest thing has to be the misty, red-eyed 
figure that won’t leave them alone.

RUNNER-UP 2017 Silver Birch Express Award Honour Book

SHORT-LISTED 2017 Hackmatack Children’s Choice Book Award

SHORT-LISTED 2017 Diamond Willow Award

3  Carter and the Curious Maze
Carter spends a strange afternoon trapped in a never-ending maze at a fair. 
He escapes only to find himself living in the past! Carter follows the clues to 
find his way home, but will the maze let him go?

18,000 words
FALL 2014

20,000 words
FALL 2015

20,000 words
SUMMER 2016

1

2

3

Philippa Dowding
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4  Alex and The Other
Alex is a lonely boy, not exactly bullied but not popular either. Then a girl — 
named Alex! — arrives who looks just like him. She is popular, and better 
than him at everything. Soon, she’s even better than he is at being him. Will 
Alex get his life back, or will his evil twin take over for good?

 

5  Blackwells and the Briny Deep
After seeing a phantom ship, the Blackwell kids run aground on a mysterious 
island with warring mermaids, zombie pirates, and a strange dolphin-boy 
named Finn.

6  Quinn and the Quiet, Quiet
On Quinn’s third day at the Work Centre he sees a girl run away. After he’s 
questioned about her escape, suddenly a renegade Officer and Work Bot want 
Quinn to help the oldest children find sanctuary in the Quiet, Quiet. But why 
are the children turning blue? How can Quinn help them? And more than 
that: what’s the Quiet, Quiet anyway?

20,000 words
WINTER 2018

20,000 words
FALL 2018

20,000 words
FALL 2019
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Philippa Dowding
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Spin
Young Adult Fiction (12 to 15 years)  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Fifteen-year-old Delilah “Dizzy” Doucette lives with her dad and brother 
above their vintage record store, The Vinyl Trap. She’s learning how to 
spin records from her brother’s best friend, and she’s getting pretty good. 
But behind her bohemian life, Dizzy and her family have a secret: her mom 
is the megafamous singer Georgia Waters. When this secret is revealed to 
the world, Dizzy’s life spins out of control. She must decide what is most 
important to her — the family she has or the family she wants.

Spin is a fast-paced, emotionally charged read, with just  
the right amount of behind-the-music melodrama.

— Quill & Quire

70,000 words
SUMMER 2019

Colleen Nelson is a teacher and an award-winning YA author whose 
previous novels include Blood Brothers and Finding Hope. She lives in 
Winnipeg.

Colleen Nelson
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Sadia
Young Adult Fiction (12 to 15 years)  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Fifteen-year-old Sadia Ahmadi is passionate about one thing: basketball. 
Her best friend Mariam, on the other hand, wants to get noticed by the 
popular crowd and has started de-jabbing, removing her hijab, at school every 
morning. Sadia’s mom had warned her that navigating high school could be 
tricky. As much as she hates to admit it, her mom was right.

When tryouts for an elite basketball team are announced, Sadia jumps 
at the opportunity. Her talent speaks for itself. Her head scarf, on the other 
hand, is a problem; especially when a discriminatory rule means she has to 
choose between removing her hijab and not playing. Mariam, Sadia’s parents, 
and her teammates all have different opinions about what she should do. But 
it is Sadia who has to find the courage to stand up for herself and fight for 
what is right — on and off the court.

WINNER Ruth and Sylvia Schwartz Children’s Book Award, 2019

SHORT-LISTED Red Maple Fiction Award, 2019

A breath of fresh air. The characters are strong, smart, and compassionate.

— Monia Mazigh, author of Hope Has Two Daughters

Offers a powerful and positive antidote to knee jerk racism and social media 
fuelled culture wars … a compelling, tightly written, and keenly heartfelt story 
with a classic identity conflict in the midst of flawed humanity.

— Canadian Materials

The gentle way it deals with intense, emotional issues such as 
discrimination, the immigrant experience and refugee experience and 
empowerment gives this book quiet power, much like Sadia herself.

— Quill & Quire

Both subtle and distinctive … compelling and relevant. 
— Booklist 

60,000 words
WINTER 2018

Colleen Nelson
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Stowaway
Young Adult Fiction (12 to 15 years)  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

When Owen’s parents leave him on his own for a week, the sixteen-year-old 
gets bored and hatches a crazy idea: sneak onto the yacht that’s visiting the 
sleepy Pacific Coast island where he lives and stow away on an adventure! 
Once on board the vessel, Owen quickly finds this is anything but innocent 
fun. The ship is packed with teenagers from Central America, and it looks 
like Owen has stumbled into a people-smuggling operation. 

Complications pile up and as things head from bad to worse, a haunting 
incident from Owen’s past tightens its grip on him. There’s only one way to 
break free and make his way home. Owen and the first mate, Arturo — a 
former street kid — must work together to commandeer the boat and win the 
trust of those on board. But who’s friend and who’s foe in the shifting tides?

SHORT-LISTED Red Maple Fiction Award, 2020

The suspenseful plot will keep readers rooting for Owen, Arturo, and  
the others.  — School Library Journal 

Fast paced action; sheds light on the dark world of illegal immigration.

— Resource Links

44,000 words
SUMMER 2018

Pam Withers is an award-winning author of over a dozen teen adventure 
novels, including Tracker’s Canyon and Andreo’s Race. Pam lives in 
Vancouver.

Pam Withers
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Tracker’s Canyon
Young Adult Fiction (12 to 15 years)  |  RIGHTS AVAILABLE World, All Languages

Thanks to his dad’s coaching, sixteen-year-old Tristan is one of the best 
climbers and trackers in his small town. He can read footprints and bushes 
like they’re security-camera footage, and fearlessly descend rock faces and 
waterfalls. But when his father disappears, leaving his mother too grief-
stricken to function, the young canyoneer’s life goes into freefall.

Left in the hands of a well-meaning but incompetent uncle and a space-
cadet housekeeper, Tristan finds life a struggle no matter how hard he works. 
When he nears the end of his rope at home, the teen decides to set off into 
Swallow Canyon in search of his father — only to realize that someone may 
be out to get him. Now the question is who’s stalking whom, and are Tristan’s 
skills up to the dangerous game playing out in the deep, shadowy canyon?

SHORT-LISTED Red Maple Fiction Award, 2019

A great choice for filling the dearth of realistic adventure novels for the  
middle-school crowd. — School Library Journal

Clues and revelations are well-plotted and the setting, cinematic. 
Descriptions of the extreme sport of canyoneering … are thrilling.

— Kirkus Reviews

41,000 words
SUMMER 2017

Pam Withers
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